
A man dressed as a Santa Claus descends from the roof of the Pediatric Clinic in Ljubljana yesterday. — AFP
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K-pop star reveals loneliness in suicide note

Wearing a dress made of 100
speakers might seem to be a
fashion statement. But for

composer Pauchi Sasaki, the aesthetic
goes deeper-it is a way to express
humanity. The Peruvian artist and chosen
protegee of Philip Glass, one of the
world’s most influential living composers,
had first covered herself with amplifica-
tion equipment when she played her vio-
lin in the ancient Pachacamac temple
near Lima and found herself without an
electrical outlet. She has since developed
the concept into the “speaker dress,” a
shoulder-to-knee wall of 100 speakers
the size found on shelf stereos, and made
it an instrument itself.

She performed on speaker dress as
she recently premiered her latest piece,
“GAMA XVI,” in the presence of Glass
at New York’s Carnegie Hall. “I realized
that it had a very iconic power and peo-
ple want to reduce the object and say,
‘Oh, that looks cool,’” Sasaki said of the
speaker dress. “But I really wanted to
bring out the spirit of the instrument
because every instrument, like a violin or
a piano, has a spirit,” she told AFP. The
speaker dress does not in itself have an
acoustic capacity; it is connected to pro-
gramming by Sasaki. 

Yet she plays it with pitch, tone and
intensity variations like a classic instru-
ment, with a mouthpiece or physical
touch triggering software, which in turn
sends back processed sounds to speak-
ers on her body. She finds the layer of
computerization especially apt for the
21st century, when so many human expe-
riences and interactions are filtered
through smartphones, speakers or other

technology. “I don’t create an object that
makes things; I build extensions for
human gestures,” she said. “I want to be
able to deliver nuances through the
instrument. And what I mean with that is
that human emotion is not only about
randomness or about will, it’s also about
fragile moments, it’s about doubt and it’s
about strength a wide range.” The
speaker dress was all too real the first
time she performed it-her hair caught
fire. She has since fine-tuned the wiring
and is confident about its safety.

Year with Glass 
Sasaki has composed film scores in

Peru and worked extensively in Japan,
where she traces her ancestry, and had
been considering an academic career
until a year ago. Then, under a mentorship
program sponsored by luxury watch-
maker Rolex, she was selected to spend a
year in New York studying with Glass,
who interviewed her to make the final cut.
Performing “GAMA XVI,” her new work,
at Carnegie Hall with the American
Composers Orchestra, Sasaki explored
not only the physicality of her instrument
but also that of her performance.

Sasaki entered the hall from the back,
with the initial blurt from the speaker
dress causing much of the audience to
look around in befuddlement, fearing
perhaps that someone had not turned off
a cellphone. Instead, Sasaki slowly made
her way to the stage, the electronic
sounds and the strings gradually merg-
ing together into a nebulous unison, with
flickering projections of slender rectan-
gles reinforcing the sense of being in a
space out of time. By the third move-
ment, in a structural nod to Glass,
“GAMA XVI” builds into full balance as
a melody emerges, a repeating motif
inspired by Andean folk music played by
violin soloist Tim Fain.

Glass, addressing the audience after
the premiere, described Sasaki’s compo-
sitions as “music that people should
hear.” “It’s work that’s inspired, it’s very
natural and it has its own sound. You
can’t be taught to write that music,” the
composer said. Glass credited his own
musical relationship in the 1960s with
sitar virtuoso Ravi Shankar as critical to
his career. But the 80-year-old compos-
er said he was still figuring out how to be
a mentor. “I suppose that I never doubt-
ed her or her talent,” he said of Sasaki.
“But I doubted my ability to do anything
about it.” — AFP

Glass protegee finds music’s

emotion in technology

Peruvian Composer and performer Pauchi
Sasaki poses for a portrait following an
interview with AFP in New York. 

Atop K-pop star wrote in a suicide note that
he was “broken from inside” and
“engulfed” by depression,  it emerged yes-

terday as his death sent shockwaves among fans
worldwide.  Kim Jong-Hyun, 27-year-old lead
singer of the hugely popular K-pop boyband
SHINee, was found in a hotel room in the South
Korean capital Seoul in what police said was sui-
cide.  A coal briquette was burning on a frying
pan-a common method of self-killing in South
Korea, an ultra-competitive society with one of
the world’s highest suicide rates.

Kim’s close friend, musician Nain9, released a
suicide note on her Instagram account, saying he
had asked her to publish the message in the event
of his death.  “I am broken from inside. The
depression that gnawed on me slowly has finally
engulfed me entirely,” it said, adding he “couldn’t
defeat it anymore”. “I was so alone,” he went on.
“The act of ending is difficult. I’ve lived until now
because of that difficulty.” “Please tell me I did a
good job,” he implored, ending the note with:
“You’ve worked hard. You’ve really gone through
a lot. Goodbye.” 

Number Ones 
The five-member SHINee debuted in 2008

and went on to lead the “Korean Wave” that saw
South Korean pop culture develop a fan base
across Asia and beyond. Known for peppy songs
and carefully-choreographed dance numbers per-
formed with military precision, SHINee have
become one of the world’s best-known K-pop
acts. The band have released five albums that
swept charts at home and abroad, with some of
them reaching Number 1 on the US Billboard
World Albums chart. 

Kim was seen as a model K-pop celebrity,
who boasted flawless singing and dancing skills
and rarely made headlines with the romantic rela-
tionships, drink-driving or drug use that derailed
the careers of many other artists. He released his
first solo album in 2015, topping the Billboard
World Albums chart, and performed at solo con-
certs in Seoul only last week.  K-pop stars under-
go cut-throat competition and grueling years-
long training at the hands of their agents, who
dictate everything from music style to diet and

even mobile phone use. Many are also under
pressure to maintain a squeaky-clean and whole-
some image at all times. A master’s thesis by a
prominent Seoul actress in 2009 said that 40 per-
cent of actors or actresses had considered suicide
at least once due to a lack of privacy, online bul-
lying or unstable incomes. Hundreds of Kim’s
tearful fans paid their respects at a mourning altar
in the Seoul hospital where his body lay. “I came
here to say the last farewell... since we fans
apparently couldn’t be there for him when he
needed help most,” said Jung Min-Kyung, 19. “I
think our country has very high expectations of
celebrities,” she added. 

‘Last farewell’ 
Social media was flooded by thousands of

messages of mourning, and in the hours after his
death it was the top trending topic on China’s
Twitter-like Weibo, with more than 140 million
views. “I really can’t believe that you’re gone,”
wrote one poster. “Wish you can rest in peace in
heaven, be an ordinary person in your next life

and smile happily.” China is a major K-pop mar-
ket and songs written or performed by Kim
packed the Korean top 10 charts on Xiami.com,
one of the country’s most popular music websites.
In the Chilean capital Santiago, photos showed
throngs of fans sobbing near a makeshift memori-
al outside the Korean embassy.

Many other K-pop stars in the stable of
SHINee’s agents SM Entertainment-which domi-
nates K-pop-cancelled public appearances to
visit the mourning altar in Seoul.  Kim’s funeral
would be held on Thursday, the firm said in a
statement, adding: “Other members of SHINee as
well as other artists at our company are all
mourning his death amid deep sorrow and shock.”
Seoul police said it seemed “certain” that Kim’s
death was a suicide and they planned to close the
case without an autopsy as requested by his fam-
ily. He was pronounced dead shortly after being
moved to a hospital.  Authorities were alerted by
his sister, after he sent her text messages reading:
“This is my last farewell” and “Please let me go
and say I did a good job.” — AFP

The portrait of Kim Jong-Hyun, a 27-year-old lead singer of the massively popular K-pop boyband SHINee, is
seen on a mourning altar at a hospital in Seoul yesterday. — AFP

Tearful fans gather to visit the mourning altar for Kim Jong-Hyun, a 27-year-old
lead singer of the massively popular K-pop boyband SHINee, at a hospital in
Seoul yesterday.

Tearful fans gather to visit the mourning altar for Kim Jong-Hyun, a 27-year-old
lead singer of the massively popular K-pop boyband SHINee, at a hospital in
Seoul yesterday.


